
Then, the following may be useful to those interested. 
From Richard Krupnow – UWC: 
Question I posed to System Legal: 
 
Can, per Ch. 36, academic staff in Colleges organize themselves - as part of shared 
governance - in any manner they choose? That is, specifically, can the AS Council 
decide that Colleges employees with Limited Appointments can serve in governance 
as academic staff? If so, must it be a blanket inclusion? Or may the Council, by policy 
related to categories of employees and specific individuals include some limited 
appointees but not others - again by category? So, for example, Directors with 
limited appointments in X category count as academic staff for governance but 
limited appointees with Dean or Chancellor in their titles do not. 
 
Answer received: 
 
I connected with Margo Lessard.  She confirmed that institutions can decide how to 
organize their own shared governance structure and include limited/directors.  She 
did note that Madison used to include limited and then decided not to, so suggested 
that your group might wish to connect with Madison on this as to why they made 
the decision.  Of  course including limited appointees in the group in no way changes 
the rights and responsibilities as outlined by law, regulations and policy as to 
limited appointments. 
Anne E. Bilder 
Senior System Legal Counsel 
 
Colleges had, initially - and for only one election cycle so far - decided to exclude 
Limited Appointees for two primary reasons: the argument (valid or otherwise) that 
"serving at the pleasure of" could lead to conflicts of interest affecting the way an 
individual with a limited appointment might vote on an issue; and uncertainty about 
whether or not distinguishing between types of limited appointees amounted to 
discrimination. Our AS Council discussed the decision sent by Anne Bilder at its last 
meeting (October 26, 2012) and concluded, based on the wording, that we could in 
fact distinguish without discriminating. 
 
I and others are quite pleased about this. First, as noted, many of our librarians in 
Colleges have always stepped forward whenever we needed people to serve in 
governance. Second, and more important, the exclusion of many who were formerly 
academic staff has left those individuals and, indeed, entire categories of employees 
without a voice in shared governance. This concerns me deeply. For example: 
Deans/CEOs in Colleges are limited appointees, as elsewhere in System, but they 
have a voice in governance through the Deans' Chair serving on our senate; a 
number of divisions, or categories, of employees in administration have a voice via 
ex officio positions on our senate; but librarians and a number of people serving in 
Business and Student Services offices across Colleges have lost representation on 
senate by virtue of their now limited appointments. 
 



In the spirit of delegating (or is that passing the buck?) our AS Council sent the issue 
to our Nominations and Elections Committee. We'll see what they decide, but I am 
hoping we see those limited appointees back in our ranks. Including limited 
appointees as academic staff for governance is, of course, not the sole necessary 
solution to the issue outlined above. We could restructure our senate to include 
non-voting advisory positions for libraries, and Business and Student Services. But I 
have been in governance in Colleges long enough to know that our senate makes 
glaciers look the hare in Aesop's classic tale; so I would prefer working for change in 
our smaller Council structure. Richard Krupnow 
 
I would like to see the wording to which you are referring. We do not have the issue 
of Directors being limited appointees (as of yet), but the possibility of this makes me 
anxious. Andrea UW-Platteville 
 
This has been a very important issue in Colleges - important enough that I asked for 
System legal to make a ruling concerning it. My primary concern was whether or not 
we could distinguish between types of limited appointees without discriminating 
(negative denotation). We can. Or Nominations and Elections Committee is 
currently exploring policy wording to that end. Many now-limited-appointees, such 
as many of our librarians, were the backbone of our academic staff committees, 
Council, and much more. They were also very upset about not being able to 
participate in AS governance when they always had :-) 
 
If anyone would like the question I asked legal and the exact wording of the 
response, I can pass it along. I think it is a huge issue but, like Lynne, I don't want 
toss too much out there if others feel it unimportant. Richard Krupnow 
 
 
Thanks for your input Heather. 
 
See the response below from our HR director.  I don’t want to make a big deal out of 
this, but I still have concerns about all UW directors moving forward being hired as 
limited employees.  The impact that will have on academic staff councils.  The 
inequality of representation.  I’ll back off of this if no one else is concerned, but if 
you share similar feelings maybe this could be a discussion again soon. 
Lynne University of Wisconsin-Superior 
 
From: Fecker,Peggy 
To: Williams,Lynne M 
Subject: RE: Limited term, consider academic staff? 
 
What I understand is that  AS could pass a resolution allowing participation of 
limited appointees.  While a limited appointee would then be able to participate, I’m 
uncertain about what voting rights, if any,  they would have as this is a governance 
group defined by law and limited appointments  are not governed by AS rules.  I 
think you’re on the right track by reaching out to other university campus AS 



committees to understand how they address this issue. 
Let me know if I can help further. 
Peggy Fecker 
Director of Human Resources 
UW Superior 
 
The question I asked to other system reps: 
For your academic staff bodies, do you allow for limited term employees to be 
represented by your academic staff council?  As you know, more and more director 
level positions are being filled as limited.  We are going to have the discussion 
tomorrow of what we do with these employee types and how or if they have a place 
within governance 
Lynne Williams 
 
From Heather Daniels – Madison 
We allow it only if there is a academic staff back up appointment for the limited 
appointee. 
 
 


